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on the early chic records, russell rarely wrote his own material, enlisting other songwriters and musicians to create the tracks. musicians like nile rodgers, sly dunbar, and david bowie were the only other people he worked with. he played guitar on their tracks, but the leads and the overall
sound were almost always built around his cello, which he played as if it was an instrument, like he was an old-school jazz musician. he worked with the musicians on their tracks as much as he did on his. in the early '70s, he'd helped bring new york's avant-garde jazz scene into the disco

realm, bringing in the likes of the likes of cecil taylor, steve lacy, and paul bley and bringing their ideas about improvisation to the charts. he'd also worked with artists like ballet africain and the jazz-funk group sun ra arkestra, the latter group's most well-known member being iconic bassist
john "j.m." mottola. but russell mostly worked with the musicians who'd helped shape the funk and disco scenes in the '70s: bassists marcus miller and bernard edwards, drummer elvin jones, as well as drummer al foster. the first chic disc, from 1977, is called chic organization, which has a

fairly simple story. it was the title of a statement russell made in the liner notes for the album, and it was a turning point for the band. russell's lyrics on the first album were often strange and obtuse, but they were always deeply personal and often sexual in nature. on the heels of the
massive success of le freak, chic executive vice president of a&r, joe fields, discovered a song he believed could become a major disco hit, just not the one he was most familiar with. taking its name from the word for penis, the track incorporated both the group’s usual disco power chord

progression and a reggae-inspired tune. as time went on, the two instruments worked in a counter-rhythmic fashion, with the reggae figure acting as a sort of funk-infused cushion. the track is one of the band’s best-remembered and biggest hits, with a perfect blend of bass-heavy grooves
and laconic vocals from darryl hall and robbin thompson, who would become the group’s lead vocalist.the song would be a milestone for fields and the group as well. as a new yorker profile observed, the success was also a near-death experience for the band. in the lead-up to dry the river,
the group had been bloated and bloated again, with several group members starting their own labels and records. after an appearance on saturday night live, the group’s drummer, johnny gill, quit the group, devoting himself to religious music. as a result of the group’s growing pains, the

band was forced to re-record several of its classics to escape their bloated, soggy shadow. eventually, they would drop the bloated part from their name, as well.jazz monroe
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seen as a sub-genre of the disco ballads that dominated the charts in the early 1970s, ballads with a low-key, saucy lyricism can be a way to provide a more intimate and thoughtful listening experience for songs that would otherwise be boring. in that regard, the ballads are like a gentle,
psychotherapeutic jazz. the one that provided the inspiration for the title of the chic song was released by someone better known for his noisier, funkier work, randy brecker.brecker’s song, released on his 1979 album the very thought of you, has him crooning over a power-chord progression
that, as the saxophonist later told the new york times, is an outgrowth of the chic song. brecker would also write the famous, soaring saxophone solo that closes the piece. its melodic, lyrical nature clearly provided the inspiration for chic. in turn, the group took the brecker track and added an
array of electronics, from drum machines and keyboards to cowbell. the track would be one of the chic’s biggest, reaching number two on the dance chart. yrma was the first thing he heard when chic hooked him up with an advance copy of their new album. the opening track from the french
group, which also included lead singer alfa anderson (the daughter of trumpeter dave anderson) and keyboardist william ware (son of jazz composer and lyricist johnny harris ware), is a mid-tempo cut about a troubled relationship. the group only had enough money for a full-length recording;
the remaining songs were recorded over the course of a few days and in the apartment of the studio engineer. the album was influenced by new york dance bands of the time, particularly chic, and had a more funky, danceable feel than its predecessors. anderson said that chic was an idol of

his and that they were the reason he entered the music industry. working with the chic members inspired him to do his best, she added, adding that the first thing she wanted to do after the session was to go to the studio and hear the vocals laid down.yrma 5ec8ef588b
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